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1 IntroductionAbstract

In recent years, a general consensus seems to have arisen in
Computational Linguistics ( CL ) that considers hand-made rule
systems inefficient in undertaking tasks using real text. In their
place statistical methods or rule-based methods that learn from
corpus are being proposed. These methods are achieving
promising results.

A potential member ofthe set oflearning methods based on
corpus are Neural Networks (NNs). NNs have been shown to
be very successful in tasks such as pattern recognition or
prediction in many different applications of business,

biomedicine, engineering, astronomy, high energy physics,
etc. Their results are similar and often better than those of
alternative statistical methods. Nevertheless, in spite of the
optimism that these models created in the 80s, neural models
developed until now have not been successful for Natural
Language Processing tasks. In this paper we will try to show
that this paradox can be solved if we consider how NNs in
NLP tasks can make better use of the properties that make
them very powerful.

In this article, a neural parser is described that computes
sentence structure and achieves compositionality in a simple
and effective way. The model is compositional in the sense
that it is able to parse new structures-never having been
seen before ~which are recursive combinations of known
structures. The system that we propose is made up of two
modules. The first module, the ANNP, is the one that actually
does the parsing. To test the efficiency ofthis model we ran
experiments using smaller training sets and real texts sets.
The results were very promising.

The second module, ANNSP, does the syntactic and semantic
disambiguation (WSD) for real world texts. We present results
comparingperformances ofthe neural approach with current
corpus-based approaches on several well studied
disambiguation tasks. In all cases we show the neural
approach either outperforms other methods or performs
comparably to the best ofthem.

Keywords: Natural networks, natural language, parsing,

syntactic disambiguation, semantk disambiguation.
2 Compositionality

The lack of efficiency of the neural models developed until
now has resided in the fact that they are not compositional.
Compositionality allows expressions of arbitrary complexity
to be generated as combinations of simpler parts. Therefore,
in a recursive manner, it is possible to calculate the value of
the more complicated expressions (in ( 1) we show an example
from simple arithmetic) by calculating the value of its most

simple parts.

:1) «8-2)x(3x(6+9»+(8-2»
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The flfSt module, ANNP, does the parsing. It exclusively
uses syntactic inforrnation. Each word is labeled according
to the lexical category it belongs to using a part of speech
tagger. The second module, ANNSP, is in charge of
subcategorization relationships as well as selectional
restrictions. As we will see, this second module does the

syntactic and semantic disambiguation.

In the case of language, we also have compositionality
as shown in (2 a to e).

(2a) The carpenter took a prisoner.
(2b) The carpenter who lived on the coast took a prisoner .

(2d) The old carpenter took a young prisoner.
(2e) The old carpenter who lived on the coast took a young

prisoner .

3 Module I

Figure 2 shows the ANNP architecture. The input layer is
divided into two parts. In the flrst part the current input
word is represented. The structure of the part of the
sentence that has been processed so far is placed into what

we call the parsing context.

A compositional system that is able to parse (2a) must
also know be able to parse the main sentence in the case of
(2b), (2c) and (2d). Or if it knows that the sense of take in
(2a) is capture, it must also know that it is the sense of take
in (2b), (2c) and l2d) as well. Or fmally, if the system is
able to correctly parse the sentences (2b) and (2d) it should
be able to parse the sentence (2e) even if it had never seen it
before. This sentence is a combination of the previous ones.
In Fodor and Pylyshyn (1988), the loss ofthe combinatorial
capability of the connectionist models is attributed to the
fact that they represent structures that don't have a
combinatorial structure. Over the lasí: ten years, a
considerable effort has been IIlade to tackle the problem of
how a neural parser can be able to represent structure. A
considerable number of solutiops have been published (see
Touretztky, 1995 or Plate, 1994 for a review), but until
now, an adequate solution has not been offered. Only
(Henderson et al., 1998 and Miikkulainen, 1996) have

recently proposed a possible altemative.
The system that we propose is made up oftwo modules.

See figure 1.
Parsing ContextCurrent Word

Figure 2: ANNP.

The sentence structure represented in the parsing
context interacts with the word currently found in the Ínput
in order to provide the new output. In the output of the
network, the actions that the parser must take to construct
the sentence structure are represented. To simplify the
exposition, we will assume that the parser computes the
sentence's propositional structure. In the following
examples, we assume that the module 2 (ANNSD) correctly
supervises (by means of the subcategorization relations and
selectional restrictions) the placement of the arguments Ín
the predicative structure. A backtracking signal is sent to
module 1 ifany ofthose constraints are not satisfied.

Module 1

Let us look at example (3a). Suppose that the current
word is nurse. The proposition structure computed so far is

shown in (4).
'T'Raw text

(3a) The carpenter gave the book to the nurse.
(3b) The carpenter gave the book with a red cover to the

nurse.
(3c) The carpenter gave the book with a red cover that

Peter bought to the nurse.
The model's structure.Figure

10
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(4) Predicate: gave;
argument 1 : the carpenter;
argument 2: the book;

(5) Predicate: gave;

argument 1: the carpenter;
argument 2: the book;
argument 3: to the nurse.

The strl.lcture represented in (4) would make up the
parsing context of the network in figure 2. The output (the
action to be taken by the parser) should be "place the
current input word nurse as argument 3 of the current
predicate gave ,.. As the result of this action, we have the
structuré represented in (5). The action of 'placing' is
represented by a unit of the output that we wi" ca" PUT .
The 'slot' number-argument that the current word has to
take up in the current propositional structure-is
represented in the output by other three units. There exists a
unit for every slot number. Thus the action 'place the
current input word as the current predicate's argument
number 3' is represented by the activation of the output unit
PUT and the output unitfor slot 3.

3.1 Invariance

ihese models, the structure of the currently parsed sentence
fragment is represented as an activation vector and this
vector (whatever model is used) is not invariant. We will
have a different context vector c for each one of the
sentences in (3) when the word book (or the word nurse) is
in the input. Therefore obtaining an adequate response ( e.g.,
PUT book in slot 2) when confronted with a new
combination of expressions, different from those used in the
training set, is sÍmply not possible.

In Sopena (1993) a parallelism is made between the
invariance problems in the syntactic processing and those
that exist in visual recognition of objects. The idea that
location-based selection plays an exclusive role in
organizing visual information has been increasingly
challenged in recent years. As an altemative it has been
proposed that attention be directed to objects, rather than
locations or unsegmented regions of space. This object-
based visual attention has received considerable empirical,
computational and neuro- psychological support.

In our model, we have proposed a proposition-based
attention mechanism. In the rest of the paper we are going
to examine how an attention mechanism of this type is able
to solve the invariance problems and provide to a neural
model the compositionality property.

The attention unit of the mechanism that we propose is
the proposition. In our first version of the neural parser
model (Sopena, 1991), the parsing context was the
complete structure of the sentence fragment processed so
far .In the present version, with the IÍmitation Ímposed by
the proposed attention mechanism, the parsing context is
limited to one single proposition. (Figure 2)

With this assumption, we must distinguish between a
current context and a stored context. Owing to fact that the
current context is limited to a single proposition, the parts
of the sentence that have been parsed so far are stored in an
auxiliary memory that works as a stack: the stored context.
The stored context is 'disconnected' from the network in
Figure 2 and does not intervene in getting the current
output. In the neural parser of figure 2, the current context
is represented in the layer labeled parsing context and is the
only part of the context that interacts directly with the
current input word.

In the current context layer, there exists a slot for the
predicate and a slot for each one of its possible arguments.
In the output of the network, we just have the
representations ofthe actions to be taken by the parser (e.g.,
'place the current input word in slot number 3 '). The
contents of the current context are modified by the
actions that are represented in the net's output. As an
example, consider the parsing process of sentence (3a).
When the first word of the sentence is processed, the
context is empty and begins to fill up with the proposition's
predicate and arguments that are being parsed. The steps
that ANNP takes to parse this sentence are detailed in
Table 1.

One way of maximizing compositionality consists of
solving an invariance problem: If, as a parsing context, we
use the complete representation of the sentence structure,
we will have different context when the word nurse is in the
input of each of the sentences in (3). What has been leamed
(e.g. PUT book in slot 2 or PUT nurse in slot 3) upon
parsing simple expressions will not likely allow us to parse
more complicated expressions that are results of combining
simple already known expressions.

The net output vector y is a function ofthe weights W,
the input vector x and the context vector c, i.e., y = F (W, x,

c). The sentence structure is represented as an activation
vector c in the parsing context layer. It would seem that a
way of achieving compositionality in this case, consists in
obtaining an invariant output for the word nurse for each
one of the sentences in (3). In order to obtain the same
output y for each sentence in (3), we must obtain the same
values for F(W , x, c ). What prevent us from obtaining the
same F values for each sentence in (3) is the vector c that
varies in each case. For a more detailed analysis see Sopena
and Alegre (2000). In Miikkulainen (1996) and Mayberry
(1999) some similar considerations are made but a
different solution is given.

The models that have been proposed within the neural
network approach for the representation of sentence
structure do not help to solve this invariance problem
(tensor product, Smolensky, 1990; periodic convolution
Plate, 1994; RAAMs, Po1lack, 1990; Hinton, 1990; etc.). In
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In order to shorten the tables we used nominal phrases or
prepositional phrases in place of words, but the parser
processes them word by word. Each slot (1 to 3) is divided
in three sub-slots: in first slot it is codified to the
determinant (2 neurons), in the second slot to the
preposition (5 neurons) and in third slot to noun (5

neurons).

current context. A similar analysis could be done for the
relative clause that was on the table.

That is also going to cause a attention focus change that
will a"ow the construction of the third proposition P2. This
time the ZOOM-IN indicates that attention is going to be
paid on the argument book. The ZOOM-IN interrupts the
current proposition construction (th~ carpenter: slot-1 ;
gave: predicate; book: slot-2 ) and puts it as stored context
in the auxiliary memory .In the current context, now empty ,
the argument to be modified (book) is placed in slot-1 and
the new proposition P3 begins to be constructed.

The expression to the nurse causes a ZOOM-OUT since
a backtracking signal is sent from module 2: to the nurse
cannot be part of the current predicative structure of the
verb was. The network learns to make decisions about
when to do a ZOOM-IN and when to do a ZOOM-OUT
based on the examples in the training set.

Table 1. The actions that the parser takes while analyzing
the sentence "The carpenter gave the book to the nurse".

Now we will examine what happens when right
modifiers appear ( e.g. prepositional phrases or relative
clauses). Sentence (6) contains three propositions (Pl: The
carpenter gave the book to the nurse; P2: The carpenter
with a handbag; P3: The book was on the table).

( 6) The carpen!er wi!h a handbag gave !he book !ha! was on

!he !able lo !he nurse.

Table 2. The actions that the parser takes while
analyzing the sentence (6).

Comparing Table 1 and Table 2 and once the ZOOM-
OUTs have been done, we may observe that when the
words gave and to the nurse appear in the input, we have
the same current context for the two sentences. From this
moment on, the sentences (3a) and (6) are processed the
same way. There is invariance. What has been leamed upon
parsing a single clause can be used to process a complex
sentence which the simple sentence is part of.

The steps that the ANNP takes to parse this sentence are
shown in Table 2. Due to the fact that (6) has three
propositions, several attention focus changes are required.
First the ANNP initiates the construction of the main
proposition (Pl). With is going to cause a attention focus
change that will allow the construction of the second
proposition P2. This type cf attention focus change we have
called ZOOM-IN-by analogy to vision processing. A
ZOOM-IN indicates that attention is going to be paid on
one of the current proposition arguments, the one to be
modified. Therefore, a ZOOM-IN interrupts the current
proposition construction (the carpenter : slot-l) and puts it
as stored context in the auxiliary memory .In the current
context, now empty, an argument to be modified
(carpenter) is placed in slot-l and the new proposition P2
begins to be constructed. In this proposition, there is an

implicit predicate (to have).
When the word gave appears, the parser is told that the

proposition P2 has finished. Gave is a predicate and in the
current context there already is one. Two predicates cannot
be placed in the same argumental structure. The parser then
makes another focus of attention change. We have called
this type of change ZOOM-OUT also by analogy to vision
processes. A ZOOM-OUT causes the proposition found in
the stored context (the carpenter : slot-l) to become the
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3.2 Basic Expressions and Invariance bonds ; Savings bonds ; etc. The network was trained with
this set of basic expressions and it was observed if it could
correctly parse the complete sentence (8a). This set ofbasic
expressions made up the initial training set. For each of the
remaining sentences the following procedure was carried
out. First, it was determined if with the current training set a
new sentence could be parsed without making any
mistakes. Once the necessary adjustments were made
(adding 6 new parsing actions), it was observed that the
mistakes made with the new sentences were due
exclusively to the arrival of new basic structures that had
not been previously seen. Once these structures were
detected, they were included in the training set. This
process was repeated with each one of the remaining
sentences. Finally, the training set was established at 16
basic expressions. Assuming that the module 2 did not
make any mistakes, the lO complete sentences were parsed,
in the test phase, with no errors. Ofthe 10 sentences, 3 were
able to be parsed by the network with having to incorporate
any new basic expressions to the training set. Using the
module 2 as described in Sopena et al. (1999) only two
errors were made.

We define basic expression as the expression that gives us
a simple proposition.

(7) The carpenter with a handbag gave a book that Peter

bought to the nurse.

The basic expressions that (7) is made up of are: the
carpenter with a handbag; the carpenter gave a book to the
nurse; the book that Peter bought. A neural parser is
compositional if by training it exclusively with basic
expressions it can parsed, in the test phase, any complex
sentence that is a combination of these basic expressions. In
the experiments in the following section, we will try to
examine if this is the case with the ANNP .

4 Experiments

5 Module 2: Syntactic and Semantic

Disambiguation

As we said above, the second module, ANNSP, is in charge
of subcategorization relationships as well as selectional
restrictions. This second module does the syntactic and
semantic disambiguation.

Word sense disambiguation (WSD) and structural
ambiguity are the most serious problems that Natural
Language Processing (NLP) systems face. Statistical
methods or rule-based methods that learn from corpus are
achieving promising results in these areas. Unfortunately,
as we said above, NNs have not been successful in these
domains ofNLP. We will try to show that how NNs can be
also good in those tasks having in account the question of
invariance in the way we deal with it in module I.

In all the experiments, a network such as the one depicted
in Figure 2 was used along with standard backpropagation
(Rumelhart et al, 1986). The number of epochs required to
leam the training set was less than 200. In the flrst
experiment, we replicated the results of Miikkulainen
(1996). He used a toy corpus made up of a vocabulary of 4
nouns, 4 verbs, the relative pronoun who and 49 different
sentence structures ( e.g. " the girl saw the boy, who chased

the cat, who the dog bit "; "the boy who the girl who the
cat...). AII the structures were combinations of relative
clauses. Due to the fact that our model is considerably more
simple, we managed to correctly parse the same test set
based on a more simple training set and at greatly reduced
leaming cost.

In the second experiment, we randomly selected 10
sentences from the Wall Street Joumal PennTreeBank
Corpus (Marcus et al., 1993). Two of the sentences are
shown in (8).

5.1 Disambiguation Mechanisms

(8a) "Thefederal government suspended sales ofUS
savings bonds because Congress hasn 't lifted the
ceiling on government debt" .

(8b) "UntiICongressacts, thegovernmenthasn'tany
authority to issue new debt obligations of any kind,
the treasury said. "

In this second experiment, we used 32 lexical categories
to encode the input words. There was a unit for each lexical
category. Using this categories sentence (8a) was encoded
as "DT JJ NN VBD NN IN NN NN NN BB NN I:VB RB
VBD DT NN IN NN NN".

To make up the training set, we took the following
course of action. Given the first sentence, we determined its
basic structure and made up our first training set. For
example, in (8a) we had the basic expressions The federal
government ; The government suspended sales; sales of

In CL various ways of disarnbiguating words have been
proposed. One of these ways is based on how the
arnbiguous word relates to its surrounding words:
disarnbiguation by local context. One local way of
deterrnining the correct sense is based on the way the
predicates and their arguments relate (selectional
restrictions ).

Selectional restrictions (SR) have been used for word
sense disarnbiguation in hand made rule systems (Wilks,
1976) as well as in connectionist approaches (Cottrell,
1989), and in corpus-basedapproaches (Resnik, 1997). In
the exarnples shown in (9 a to c ), it can be observed that
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SRs between predicates and their arguments provide
adequate disambiguation in ambiguous words (in bold).

(9a) The bank bought the actions ofHonda .

(9b) The window ofthe bank

(9c) blood bank.

In (9 a) bank has the meaning of 'social group'. In (9 b)
has the meaning of 'building' and the meaning of 'reserve'

in(9c).
We call this mechanism based on SR, Low Level

Disambiguation Mechanism (LLDM). There does exist
another disambiguation mechanism based on global
context. Several different methods have been proposed in
Al and Psychology to describe global contexts: situational
models, frames, or scripts. In (10) the word seal is
disambiguated by global context.

Table 3: Disambiguation mechanisms.
( 10) The members of expedition saw many big seals as the

ship approached the cold Antarctic coastline.

6 Module 2: A Neural Model for the
LLDMIn this sentence, the two possible propositional contexts

of seal (see seals and big seals) do not disambiguate the
word 'seal'. Rather, it is the situation (North Pole
expedition) that manages to disambiguate it. We call this
mechanism High Level Disambiguation Mechanism

(HLDM).
The frequency with which each one of those

mechanisms completely disambiguates a word is something
we have studied by means of an analysis of sentences from
the Brown corpus. A set of 150 sentences was randomly
extracted from the Brown Corpus. From these sentences
150 verb-object pairs were selected. Taking the entire
sentence into consideration, it can be seen that the noun that
takes the object role in these pairs can aiso be present in
other simple proposition types such as adjective-noun,
noun-PP or noun-noun. In the sentence John saw a young
seal, , seal' is found in the two proposition types shown in

(II).

(lla) a young seal.

Module 1 is in charge of constructing propositional grids
based exclusively on syntactic information. The input in
this module only has the POS tags of each word available to
it. Module 2 makes sure the propositional grids constructed
in module 1 are correctly placed. To this end, semantic
information is used. (In this module, all of the propositional
grid's elements already contain semantic information.)

The system works word by word. Once a word appears
in module 1, it places it in a certain position on the
propositional grid. Next, in module 2, the word's semantic
information (taken from an electronic dictionary) is added
after which it is processed. If the position of the current
input word in the propositional grid is incompatible with
the semantic restrictions, a backtracking signal is sent to
module 1 for it to reassign the current input word.

In module 2, the attention unit is also limited to the
proposition. We classified the propositions according to the
type of predicate they contain. We then have propositions
derived from adjectives, from verbs, from complex nouns;
etc. In order to optimize the task that this module has to do,
we had each of these propositions processed in a specific
sub-model.

In this section we explain how module 2 works regarding
two types of propositions: those whose predicates derive
from an adjective and those deriving from a verb.

We also present results comparing performances of the
neural approach with current corpus-based approaches on
several well studied disambiguation tasks. In all cases we
show the neural approach either outperforms other methods
orperforms comparably to the best of1hem.

(llb) saw a seal.

A questionnaire containing a11 the simple proposition
types in which those nouns appeared was constructed from
the 150 original sentences. For each simple proposition type
(basic expression), two judges determined the number of
cases in which the noun c()uld be completely disambiguated
(using WordNet, Mi11er et aJ., 1993). The results of this
study are shown in Table 3.

We assume the fact that LLDM and HLDM mechanisms
constitute independent processing modules (Sopena, Gilboy
and Salillas, 1999). In this paper we present a NN model for
the LLDM.
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6.1 A General Framework for a LLDM In a given sIot, each semantic class was always
represented by the same neuron. In the input, we had aII the
classes of aII the senses of aII the words of the proposition.
The output had the same structure as the input, but the
target, only the classes of the correct sense of each word
were present. The network learned to select the correct
sense.

Sense 1

bank, sirle
=> slope, incline, sirle

=> geological fonnation, geology , fonnation
=> natural object

=> object, inanimate object, physical object
=> entity

Word senses can be defmed based on the object classes
they describe. A given proposition allows only a subset of
the senses of a word. SR defme what combinations of
senses ( or classes of these senses) are adequate. Consider
the example (12) Give the driver a present.

In WordNet give has 27 senses, driver 4 senses and
present 3 senses With the co-occurrence of give, driver
and present, the senses "give something to someone",
"vehicle operator " and "gift" respectively are selected. The

sense 'mechanism' of the word driver is not coherent with
the rest of the elements of the proposition and is not
selected. These other senses not selected can be considered
as noise. The task of selecting the adequate sense of each of
the elements of a proposition (predicate ot arguments) can
be implemented using neural networks in a relatively easy
way. In a supervised task, a semantically tagged corpus
(SEMCOR, Miller et al., 1993) , which is a subset of
Brown Corpus that have been manually sense-tagged by the
WordNet group, allows us to construct the target vectors
(the selected classes) for each propositional context.

Figure 3 shows the architecture that we used for each
sub-model in module 2. In the input, propositions were
represented in a canonic form: the one provided by module
1. The predicate and each of the arguments were always
represented in the same slots.

Sense 2

depository financial institution, bank, banking concem,

banking company
=> financial institution, fmancial organization

=> institution, establishment

=> organization

=> social group
=> group, grouping

Selecle<k:lasesofpredicale Selected:lasesof arguments

OutPU~ -I ~

/II !\ \

Sense 3
bank

=> ridge
=> natural elevation, elevation

=> geological fomlation, geology, fomlation
=> natural object

=> object, inanimate object,

physical object
=> entity

1 ! , \

Sense 4
bank

=> array
=> arrangement

=> group, grouping

Figure 3: Architecture ofthe network

Semantic infonnation was provided by an electronic
dictionary: WordNet (Miller et al., 1993). WordNet is a
large-scale resource for lexical infonnation in English. It is
broadly organized according to parts of speech -verbs,
nouns, adjectives and adverbs -and the infonnation for
words belonging to each of these syntactic classes is
encoded in the fonn of semantic network. For example, the
noun "bank" in WordNet is represented by 9 senses. See
figure 4.

Figure 4: The 4 flfst senses ofthe noun "bank"

Each of the noun senses was encoded using all the
classes within the IS-A branch of the WordNet hierarchy.
This was done from the corresponding hierarchy root node
to its bottom-most node. As we have said, we used a
localist representation (there was a neuron for each class).
In the verb slot, the verb was encoded using the IS-A-
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W A y -OF branches. Each node in the hierarchy received a
local encoding. There was a unit in the input for each node
of the W ordN et subset. This unit was ON if it represented a
semantic class to which one of the senses of the encoded
word belonged. Using a local representatlon we needed a
unit for each class-synset. The number class-synsets in
WordNet is too large for a Neural Network. In order to
reduce the number of input units we did not use WordNet
directly, but constructed a new hierarchy (a subset of
WordNet) including only the classes that corresponded to
the words that belonged to the training and test sets. We
also counted the number of times the different semantic
classes appeared in the training and test sets. The hierarchy
was pruned taking these statistics into account. Given a
threshold h, classes which appeared less than h percent
were not included. Backpropagation (Rumelhart et al.
1986) was also used in all the experiments.

Most fiequent

nouns

Coverage Precision

Unrestricted set of
nouns

Method
Random
Most frequent

I Coverage I Precision

100.0% i 30.2 %1-100.0% I 28.2 %

100.0% 1-s8~3% 1100.0% I 66.8 %

82.4 % I 68.1 % 87.4 % I 57.9 %I Our system

Our system +r WO~I~49.6% 1100.0% , 50.6%

our system +f-ll-00.Q-% 1-6~IJ~159.3 %

7 Experiments 1-2: Noun
Disambiguation in 2- Tuples Verb-

object

Table 4: Results of experiment 1 and 2.

Due to the pruning that we do to the hierarchy for
encoding (see section 6.1), there were some senses that
could not be disambiguated. Their distinction would
required nodes that had been pruned. We have observed
that, in general, it was not the LLDM that resolved these
cases but rather the HLDM. With the absence of the
HLDM, we could achieve 100% disambiguation of these
cases by means of the most frequent selection method
(system +f) or by a random selection (system +r). lf the
verb does not disambiguate, we may consider that the
network selects the most frequent sense. Given the
percentage that a verb disambiguates its object (see Table
3) our result is quite reasonable.

Ng and Lee (1996) also used WordNet and Brown
Corpus for a word sense disambiguation task. Their method
performs better (54%) than the default strategy of selecting
the most frequent sense (47.1% in their data set). They
reported that this was the first time that a WSD method
outperformed the most frequent heuristic on highly
ambiguous words with the refmed sense distinctions in
WordNet. They used local word contexts (previous and
following words) and they do not use semantic classes in
the input. Although, our results are not directly comparable
with those of Ng and Lee (1996) since we used a different
data set, we must take into account some aspects of both
experiments. First, they used a set of 121 ambiguous nouns
and 70 ambiguous verbs and a training set with 192,800
examples. That was great deal of examples for each word to
be disambiguated. We worked with a much smaller
number of examples: 12, 154 verb-object 2-tuples, in which
there were about 2,500 different nouns and about 1,800
different verbs (44% of the nouns and 48% of the verbs
appeared only once). Second, we used only verb-object
contexts whereas they used wider contexts. In spite of these
disadvantages we achieved 69.1 %, about 11 points over our
base line (most frequent sense) vs. the 7 points obtained by
Ng and Lee. The fact that they do not use semantic classes
and invariant disambiguation contexts Gust the previous
and following words are used) probably contributes to
explains their system's poorer performance.

For this task 37,923 verb-object pairs were extracted from
the Brown Corpus. Only those pairs that had the object
disambiguated in SEMCOR were selected to make up the
training set. Of the remaining pairs, nouns having a single
sense and proper nouns were also extracted. Classes were
used in place of proper nouns (e.g. 'city' instead of 'New
York', 'person' instead of 'Clinton'). AII these examples
were added to the training set for a total of 12,154
examples. The architecture used in this task is a
modification of that found in Figure 3. The input was
divided into two slots, one for the object and another for the
verb. Since we were only interested in disambiguating the
object, in the output just the object was represented.

Verbs and objects were encoded as indicated in the
previous section. Due to the pruning that we do to the
hierarchy, the total number ofclasses (synsets ofWordNet)
was 106 for nouns and 302 for verbs. Thus, we had 408
(302 +106) input units and 106 output units. The number of
hidden units was 100. We used the cross-validation
technique. Test sets of 100 randomly selected 2-tuples and
validation sets of 500 2-tuples were used. In a second
experiment, the restriction was made that the t 00 test 2-
tuples contain only the 100 most frequent nouns. In each
experiment, lO runs were made selecting lO different test,
validation and training sets for each run. The results shown
in Table 4 are the averages obtained in the test set for the lO
runs. In this table our system is compared with methods that
select the most frequent sense as well as with a random
selection.
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(noun-interest, verb-interest, interest-verb, interest prep
houn). A 90.6% accuracy rate was achieved. Bruce and
Wiebe (1994) and Ng and Lee (1996) using local word
context obtained 78% and 87.4% respectively. The most
frequent heuristic achieves 53%.

Sopena and Palau (1997) used the sarne procedure to
disarnbiguate objects of a verb that are also modified by an
adjective. For exarnple: saw a young seal. Here, two
invariant propositional contexts can be used-adjectival,
young seal; and verbal, saw a seal. A 73.6% accuracy rate
was achieved in a test set of 500 arnbiguous unrestricted
objects. Taking Table 3 into account, this is alsb a good
result.

Experiment 3: Structural

Ambiguities

8

The same procedure was used for the word 'line',
obtaining 82.5 and 84.7 using the five and three most
frequent senses respectively. Leacock et al. (1993) reported
a 76% and 73% accuracy for three and six senses
respectively using a training corpus based completely on
the wor~ to be disambiguated. The results reported by
Moliner ( 1998) clearly outperforms those obtained by
Leacock et al. (1993) in spite of the fact that the his training
set had very few examples containing the word 'line'.

How can we approach disambiguation in complex
sentences? Consider the following selltences (12):

(12a) Apply the law to software.
(12b) Apply the new reformed law approved by European
parliament to foreign laboratory computer software.
(12c) Apply the law approved by parliament to laboratory
computer software.

These ambiguities take place because the syntactic
information alone does not suffice to make an assignment
decision. Constructions such as Prepositional Phrase (PP),
coordination, or relative clauses are affected. The most
commonly studied syntactic ambiguity and one of the more
frequent is that of PP-attachment in structures of the type
VI NPl prep NP2. In order to solve the ambiguity, only the
heads ofNP are taken and make up 4-tuples V NI prep N2:
apply the law to software. A distinction between HLDM
and LLDM can also be made with this type of ambiguity .In
the LLDM, the disambiguation takes place by the SRs that
occur in the propositional context made up of the 4
elements ofthe 4-tuple. Ratnaparkhi et al. (1994) presented
a .set of 300 of these 4-tuples to two human expert judges.
The mean accuracy obtained was 93.2% when the whole
sentence was used and 88.2% using only the 4-tuple. For
this task, we can use the same architecture as in Figure 3.
This time, in the output there were only two units (classes):
attached-to-noun and attached-to-verb. The input was
divided into 4 slots, one for each element of the 4-tupla.
Sopena et al. (1998) and Alegre et al. (1999) obtained very
good results using this procedure: 86.1% with the
Ratnaparkhi data set. To our knowledge this is the best
result obtained with the complete training and test sets of
Ratnaparkhi et al. Recently we have achieved 88% with
our own data set. Previous best result with the Ratnaparkhi
et al. (1994) complete training and test set was 84.5 %
(Collins and Brooks, 1995).

Suppose we want to resolve the' ambiguity in 'law' or
the attachment site of 'to software'. We could consider how
a Time Delay Network (TDN) could do the task.In a mN,
each of the words in the sentence corresponds to a slot in
the input of this network. All the words in the sentence in
their original order would be represented in the slots. In a
classification task-such as the one proposed in this paper,
we would have seri(jus invariance problems. The neurons
that represent each ofthe words (e.g. 'law') are different for
each sentence in (12). The weights that leam the
disambiguation tasks are also different. The network's
efficiency rate is very low, These invariance problems are
common to most neural model proposals for NLP .

The proposition-based attention mechanism proposed
also allow the invariance problems to be solved in the case
of word sense disambiguation. The system only focuses its
attention to elements of the current proposition. These are
precisely the elements that could resolve the ambiguity .All
the other elements are noise. Sentence 12c would be
processed by generating, via module I, the following
focuses of attention: apply the law, law approved by
parliament, computer software, apply the law to soJtware.
\\:,ith this attention mechanism, when the word 'software'
ge;ts processed, th~ current focus of attention (the
proposition that is currently being processed) becomes the
same for all of the sentences in (12) apply the law to
software. The rest of the propositions in the sentence-law
approved by parliament, computer software-will have
already been processed.

In Table 3, we showed thata single type ofpropositional
context has little capacity to disambiguate. If the sentence
that we are semantically disambiguating contains a word
belonging to various propositions, the appropriate thing is
to use all the propositional contexts (in the invariant fashion
described above) in disambiguating it. To evaluate this
proGedure, Moliner (1998) tested it in a common data set
involving six senses of noun tinterestl (Bruce and Wiebe,
1994). He used different invariant propositional contexts

Experiment 4: Unsupervised Noun
Disambiguation in 2-tuples Verb-

Object

9

In implementing the method, we used the same architecture
as in the supervised method (section 7) also using
backpropagation. In unsupervised methods, no target is
available, which in our case means that we do not know
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10 Conclusions and Future Work

Miikulainen' s model in its current state could hardly be capable
of dealing with real texts. Its computational cost (just for a
vocabulary of 8 words) is much greater that our model. Our
model even with real texts needs fewer than 100 epochs with a
network of70 neurons. Additionally, Henderson ' S model ( 1998)

does not allow any type ofbacktracking and its computational
cost is considerable.

By establishing a solid treatment of the invariance,
compositionality can be achieved and training costs can be
reduced. Although the experiment using real texts was carried
out on a reduced test set (lo sentences), the average length of
the sentences (26 words) caused a considerable number of
syntactic phenomena to crop up ( coordinates, comparatives,
relative clauses, passives, infinitive sentences, adverbial
clauses, etc. ). This makes us wonder whether the ANNP would
be able to deal with a wide range of phenomena. The
developmental model we proposed in section 3 is very fast
and efficient. So far, we have parsed 60 sentences from WSJ
PTBII. The average length of these sentences is 24 words.
From this set of sentences, we have extracted 39 basic
expressions. In the last ten sentences (from the 50th to the 60d1)
we only had to introduce 3 new expressions. Ofthese last lO
sentences, 7 were correctly parsed without having to introduce
any new basic expression. This leads us to believe that the
model could be highly efficient when dealing with a large test
set. As future work, we are contemplating a comparison of
Henderson's model and other statistical parsing models.

Aboutmodule 2, we have collected a set ofprevious results
to argue that NN can be competitive with statistical and other
corpus-based approaches for many standard problems (word
sense and syntactic disambiguation ). In spite ofthe fact that
neural nets have been widely considered in the corpus based
NPL community not to be competitive, the proposed neural
model, with an attention mechanism that builds canonical
invariant propositional grids and an exhaustive use of
semantic classes, obtains comparable results or outperforms
the current statistical corpus-based approaches in a variety of
well known data sets and tasks.

what the correct sense is. The unsupervised method that we
have developed is based on the assumption that the various
senses of a word, given a propositional context, compete
against and mutually inhibit each other. It is a conditional
inhibition. To implement an unsupervised method with
backpropagation, we used the following strategy: initially the
target and the input were equal (all of the classes of all of
senses of all the words ). The task that the network was carrying
out was to copy the input into the output. After a certain brief
learning period,just one ofthe senses in each slot was selected
for the target. To select it, we assumed that the output units
that represent classes with higher probability P(C.I current

I
proposition) will be learned first and therefore initially will

have higher activation. To select a single sense in the target,
the following procedure was carried out. First a 2-tuple was
placed in the input and the corresponding output was
obtained. Next, a determination was made as to which sense,
of those present in the output, was most active. Since in our
encoding (based on WordNet), a sense is made up of a
hierarchy of classes, we determined which sense j was more
activated by computing F. = La. 2 with a. being the activations

J I I
ofthe classes i ofsensej. Once we had determined which F.
was greater, we only allowed senses to remain in the target
that were classes of this sense. The other classes-of other
senses-that appeared in the input were set at -1. Once the
target was constructed, backpropagation was applied and the
weights were modified.To force itto considerthe verb classes
when deciding what noun classes to activate, we included an
extra set of pattems that set P(C.I p redO noun.)=O. PredO

I J

indicated the lack ofpredicate, none ofthe verb classes were
active. Just the presence of a noun class in the input could not
activate an output class without considering the interactions
taking place with the verb classes. This method, just as that
proposed by Resnik ( 1997), does not have a formal base
though both share the sa.me reasonable intuitions.

37,923 2-tuples from the Brown Corpus mentioned in section
2 were used. Of the set of 12, 154 2-tuples where the noun
sense was tagged, 500 were randomly selected to make up the
test set. All 500 contained an a.mbiguous noun-no 2-tuple
having a single sense was included. The set of37 ,923 2-tuples,
( except the 500 2-tuples used in the test set) were used as the
training set. For encoding, we used the sa.me procedure as in
section 7. The results are shown in Table 5. These results are
comparable with those ofResnik (1997). He used WordNet
and Brown Corpus. His method disa.mbiguates 443% ofverb
objects (his 28.3% random selection heuristic is similar to our
random heuristic).
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